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Dr Donald Duff has
often been described
as ‘the father figure’ of
mountain rescue in
Scotland – in particular
through his involvement
with both the Glencoe
and Lochaber teams.
It was his motivation
which formalised the
formation of both,
bringing together local
shepherds, farmers,
mountaineers and
forestry workers on a
more organised basis.
Best known for the ‘Duff

stretcher’, which he developed

specifically for mountain use – one

even found its way onto the 1953

ascent of Everest – he was

renowned for his fortitude and

independent spirit and

commanded considerable respect

from his patients and mountain

rescue colleagues alike. And he

was typical of many of the

characters to touch and influence

mountain rescue over its

sometimes tortuous history.

An extract from the Scottish

Mountaineering Club Journal in

1969 perfectly illustrates his

character when it describes Duff

battling his way to the Belford

Hospital in filthy weather on an old

bicycle. It would seem this typified

the man. He was independent,

always kept himself fit and

scorned hardship – even in the

coldest weather refusing to wear

an overcoat or sweater to work.

He loved the mountains with a

passion and the Belford Hospital

became known as an emergency

bothy for stray mountaineers.

Over the years, Mick Tighe has

devoted a great deal of time to

researching and cataloguing the

history of Lochaber MRT and

Donald Duff. A series of

documents and images relating to

Duff – including information

gleaned from correspondence

between Mick and Duff’s daughter,

Janet – can be found online at the

Scottish Mountain Heritage

Collection (www.smhc.co.uk).

These include the following tribute,

‘An Officer and a Gentleman’,

written by Mick in the early 1990s.

‘I never knew Donald Duff though
of all the people I’ve spoken to
who did, none have had a bad
thing to say about him: ‘The sort of
man who commanded instant
respect,’ ‘one who always wanted
to help,’ ‘the father and pioneer of
Scottish mountain rescue’ and ‘a
gentleman’.
‘Though very much a Lochaber

man in his later years, Donald
Gordon Duff was born in
Edinburgh in 1893, his parents
having moved here from Ross-
shire. Educated at the Royal High
School and Edinburgh University,
he graduated as a doctor in 1916
and within weeks was working as
a surgeon in a field hospital at the
battle of the Somme. Later, as a
captain in RAMC, he was awarded
the Military Cross. Having been a
senior medical practitioner
between the wars, he became a
Lt Colonel in charge of Civil
Defence Medical Services for
Denbighshire in 1939 and here, at
the end of the war, began the
Lochaber connection. He was
appointed Surgeon
Superintendent of the Belford
Hospital in 1945 where, apart from
his duties as a doctor, he
embarked on a distinguished
‘career’ in the pioneering of
mountain rescue.

‘Having been heavily involved in
the development of stretchers for
Civil Defence and mountain rescue
before and during the war, his
arrival in Lochaber coincided
timeously with the patenting of his
own stretcher in August 1946. The
Duff stretcher was probably the
greatest landmark ever in mountain
rescue stretcher technology and
he continued to refine the original
design.
‘Even during the war years there

were accidents on the Lochaber
hills. At least three people died on
Ben Nevis in 1944 and, though
local men were slowly getting
involved in mountain rescue, it was
the initiative of Donald Duff that
eventually got the Lochaber
Mountain Rescue Association off
the ground in the early 1950s, the
terrible accident in Corrour in
December 1951 where four
people died in a storm being a
major influence.
‘Early team leaders were Duff

himself, Lachlan McKinnon, John
Berkeley, Keith Stanley and Arthur
Hill. Other mountain men on the
scene in those early years were
Alan Burgon, Jimmy Ness, Bobbie
Corson, Miles Hutchinson, Jimmy
Wyne, Peter Birrell, Arthur
McKellaig and others, many of
whom still play an active role in
Lochaber life.
‘Duff it was though, who became

one of the leading lights on
Lochaber’s – indeed Scotland’s –
mountain rescue scene. On many
occasions, he would be out on the
hills assisting in the rescue of
some injured climber who, on
admission to the Belford, would
then be treated by the same man
who’d rescued him. And, should
the unfortunate victim be dead on
arrival, it would likely be Donald
Duff who carried out the postmortem!

Edited by Judy Whiteside

Donald Duff.
Photo supplied by
Mick Tighe.
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‘During this period, of course,
Duff ran the Belford Hospital as the
only surgeon and on a seven-day-
week basis, a fact that did not go
unnoticed by the authorities as he
received the MBE ‘for services to
medicine’ in 1956.
‘Many things have changed on

the mountain rescue scene since
those pioneering days of Donald
Duff and the other Lochaber men.
The Duff stretcher is no longer
used, though most modern
stretchers bear a remarkable
resemblance to the Duff principle.
As early as 1947, Duff was chiding
the press for unjustifiable
sensationalism in reporting
accidents – little change in the
early-1990s. His work on the
understanding of hypothermia and
other cold injuries helped educate
a generation of hill-goers and gear
manufacturers to the point that this
type of injury is – almost – history.
‘During the 1950s, Duff ran

imaginative and innovative training
exercises in Glen Nevis and on the
hills – forty years later as Training
Officer for Lochaber MRT, I still
strove for training sessions such as
these, though hopefully the team’s
innovative training session in the
Swiss Alps during the summer of
1993 would have gained Duff’s
approval.
‘There is a little saying that,

without a little understanding of
where we came from, it’s hard to
know where we’re going.
Lochaber MRT came from the
initiative of Donald Gordon Duff
MC, MBE, FRCS and the many
other hardy men who helped him
on those early rescues. Donald,
along with many others, is no
longer around to offer advice but,
from those early foundations we
can look ahead to the challenges
of the 1990s and beyond. ‘

For many years, of course, prior

to 1965, the affairs of Scottish

mountain rescue had been

‘overseen’ by the Mountain

Rescue Committee comprising

members from across England,

Wales and Scotland with meetings

frequently held south of the border.

By the late 1950s,a number of

more formalised Scottish teams

had taken shape, yet the

organisation was fragmented with

activity focused in the immediate

areas of operation with little cross

reference or collaboration. By

1960, there were rumblings of

dissatisfaction. Scotland needed

an organisation which understood

the nature of Scottish mountain,

the nature of Scottish mountain

rescue and, perhaps more to the

point, the nature of the Scottish

mountain rescuer!

Attempts at coordination

spawned two new organisations,

one a subcommittee of the

Mountain Rescue Committee

which would be responsible for

Scottish affairs and the other the

Scottish Council for Mountain

Rescue, headed by Donald Duff.

Five years later, the Mountain

Rescue Committee of Scotland

finally took shape.

During the fifteen years in which

Wilson Hey, the Manchester-

based surgeon, campaigned with

the Home Office to allow the use

of morphia in mountain rescue, Dr

Duff was a willing advocate. When

Hey was prosecuted, in 1949, for

continuing to flout the law by

offering morphia to his casualties

and refusing to cooperate with a

Whitehall inspector, a number of

colleagues from across the UK

wrote in his support, Duff amongst

them.

His letter, addressed from Belford

Hospital, and dated 20 October

1949, states: ‘I was astounded to
read your letter [regarding your
prosecution]. I thought at the start
this must be a joke of sorts but
when me thinks of all the devoted
careful work you have put in for all
these years, it makes ones blood
boil.
‘I shall be glad to do anything

which you think would help...
should my NHS employers, the
Northern Regional Hospital Board,
allow me to get away. (I am
without colleagues or health staff
and seven days a week, 24 hours
a day, on duty). I shall be very glad
indeed to come down.’
His letter of support, intended to

strengthen Hey’s case at court,

was unequivocal, drawing on his

experiences on the battlefields of

war: ‘I have been called on to help
in many mountain accidents in the
past few years in North Wales and
in Glencoe and Ben Nevis area.
‘I have had to rely repeatedly on

the morphine provided in
ampoules in the First Aid rescue
sacs. I am quite convinced if its
value and even indisputability for
mountain casualties and so I have
instructed lay members of
mountain rescue parties and
mountaineering clubs in the giving
of morphine by tubonic ampoules.
‘My experience and confidence

in the use of morphine in such
cases goes back through years of
practice to front line casualty work
during two and a half years of
intensive first aid work in the
battlefields of Flanders and the
Somme (1916-1918).
‘I am certain that morphine or

one of its derivatives is a life-
saving essential in mountain
rescue practice.’
As Mick Tighe notes, and Duff

himself alludes to in his letter to

Hey, his commitment to both his

The Duff stretcher.
Photo: Bob Sharp.
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medicine and his mountain rescue

was 24/7 and unrelenting. Despite

casualty numbers then being

considerably lower than those

experienced by his twenty-first

century peers, Duff regularly

expressed his concerns in print

about a ‘most undesirable
increase in the number of
casualties among hill walkers and
climbers.’ The following excerpts

are from an article which first

appeared in La Montagne in May

1939, and later in both the

Rucksack Club Journal and the

Wayfarers’ Journal, in 1947.

In many ways, his words

demonstrate that equipment and

clothing may have improved

dramatically, but the nature of

human beings and the problems

exercising the minds of their

potential rescuers has changed

little.

‘During the past two years we
have had Glencoe hills have seen
nine deaths in eighteen months,
Ben Nevis has had one killed and
one missing, presumed killed. As
we have come to expect, these
figures concern hill walkers rather
than rock climbers. Certainly, the
risk for the experienced rock
climber, while properly concentrated
on a rock climb, is comparatively
small.
‘In this country there is

understandably much public
concern over the subject, and
sensational newspaper reports do
nothing to mitigate the anxiety of
relatives and others. There is, of
course, no doubt that most of
these accidents are preventable
by knowledge and due care, and
we may well ask, as King Edward
VII did when told about infectious
illness, ‘If preventable, why not
prevented?
‘Prevention in the case of

climbing accidents is peculiarly
difficult. We do not wish to see any
diminution in the spirit of adventure
in our younger generation. The
survival of the nation may depend
on it. But this same spirit of
adventure, uncurbed by instruction
and discipline, is largely
responsible for accidents. Danger
is delicious, but death is not. We
court danger, but the real delight is
in escaping.
‘Instruction in the mistakes of

others, the development of good
technique until it becomes second
nature and constant awareness
and calculation of the risks involved
will give safe mountaineering.
‘Such training can only be got in

clubs or organisations of some
sort. The development of schools
such as that opened at Glenmore,
or the Outward Bound School at
Aberdyfi will be of the greatest
value. Meanwhile, despite warning
notices in hotels, boarding houses
and hostels, people persistently go
light-heartedly on to the hills,
lacking in due respect for weather
and the effects of altitude, without
adequate equipment or forethought
and without the necessary
knowledge of map reading.
‘Perhaps I should try to detail

actual faults which, to the best of
my belief, have been responsible
in the last eighteen incidents in the
Glencoe and Ben Nevis area. The
most frequent cause is the lack of
carefulness in placing the feet.
This fault, perhaps associated with
lack of training, may follow a long
day of ridge walking. Too much
may have been attempted and
insufficient regard may be paid to
icy Arctic conditions. Boots may be
without edge nails and the
completely necessary ice axe may
be wanting. There was the very
serious fault of trying to climb a

steep snow gully on Ben Nevis
without ice axes and unroped by
climbers who should have known
better. There have been
uncontrolled falls on snow slopes
because the ice axe had been let
go at the start of the slide. There
have been injuries to the head and
face when, during such a fall, the
ice axe head has been held too
close by a short wrist sling. My
personal practice is to have a
nylon cord of length equal to the
ice axe attached with a loop to the
wrist. There was one completely
reckless attempt at a long climb
on Stob Coire nam Beith involving
step cutting far beyond the
available strength. Climbing in a
particularly difficult gully in wet
weather with vulcanised rubber
soles preceded a fall of about 40
feet, fortunately without a serious
result. Apparently, careless rope
technique and choice of stance,
without taking advantage of a

Donald Duff briefing the troops. Photo courtesy
of Georgina Duff.
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possible belay, pulled a climber to
a disastrous fall. Greater attention
by most rock climbers to the
mechanics of stance and belay is
very much wanted, and to this end
I would commend the stimulating
work of K Tarbuck. Taking a wrong
route down a steep face from the
top of a high peak, possibly in one
case in mist, accounted for deaths
on two occasions.
’A certain route down seems

feasible, though possibly
insufficient consideration has been
given to its choice. Later on, there
is obstinate refusal, even in the
face of increasing and dangerous
steepness, to change one’s mind,
admit error and climb up again to
try a better way. Another fatal fall
may have occurred from such a
cause in the case of an
experienced climber descending a
steep gully alone after a day's
good rock climbing.
‘Mistaken map reading was, I

think, the cause of the disaster in
the case of one hill walker who
tried to descend from Ben Nevis to
the arête for Coire Leis. He is
about 600 feet from the NE
Buttress. Insufficient respect for the
inexorable force of a Highland
burn in spate caused the death of
a southern member of a rescue
party; another fatal result might
have been prevented if the rope
had been used by a novice on a
moderately difficult rock climb.
Lone climbing when staying alone
at a remote hut, so that there was
no indication for a rescue party till
too late, has brought grief and
anxious uncertainty to relatives
once again. Single bookings at
climbing huts should be vetoed.
‘It might be contended that to

concentrate attention on such
incidents may upset climbing
confidence and even induce

nervousness in a climber. I am
quite sure that this is not true, the
effect is rather to put a finer point
on technique generally.
‘For climbers early in their

apprenticeship on hills, actual
experience in the rescue of a
serious casualty should have a
salutary influence. On the other
hand, I feel that to call on a
climber repeatedly to help in
melancholy rescue scenes is not
advisable. Rescue work, where a
fellow climber can be helped,
saved from pain and shock and
got down to allow surgery to get
him fit to climb again can, on the
other hand, be one of the greatest
satisfactions.
‘The knowledge required for this

is not at all difficult to acquire.
Although expert first aid can do
more good than in any other kind
of accident, a very few first
principles are all that the
experienced mountaineer need
add to his armamentarium. He
need not worry about tourniquets
for bleeding, for a clean pad on the
wound with a bandage tightened
over it will stop any bleeding likely
to be met with on hills.
‘A possible fracture or dislocation

of arm, collarbone or ribs is put at
rest when the hand is placed near
the opposite shoulder and the
injured limb bandaged firmly to the
chest with scarf or handkerchiefs.
A possible fracture of the leg may
be treated by binding it firmly to its
fellow, if it is very important
because of exposure to get the
patient down quickly; otherwise,
and especially if it is an open
fracture (broken bone coming
through a wound), it may be better
to await the arrival of the Thomas
splint which will come up with the
first aid rucksacks and stretcher.
‘Always, the first thing to think

about is making the patient
comfortable and warm with all
available extra clothing or the
eiderdown wrap quickly got up
from below. He must be kept from
cold, wet ground with bracken or
glass, heather, rope coils or
ground-sheet. The directions in the
first aid rucksack for the giving of
morphia or the putting on of a
Thomas splint are very clear.
‘Giving morphine, however,

worries some potential first aiders.
There should be no fear about
giving the full dose, plunging the
needle boldly through the skin of

Donald Duff on Sheep Fank Wall, Glen Nevis,
with the Duff stretcher.
Photo courtesy of Georgina Duff.
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the forearm. The dose may be
repeated if pain demands this. A
proportionately smaller dose is
given to children.
‘Frostbite is another subject

which may seem difficult. It
happens not infrequently, though in
minor degree, on Scottish hills in
winter, most often affecting one or
two fingertips, where they have
been allowed to come in contact
with the bare metal of an ice axe
head at high, cold altitudes. There
is at first merely a not unusual
numbness, usually overlooked, as
it progresses to a cold, dead
whiteness of skin and even of the
underlying tissues. When the
process has gone beyond the first
stage it is quite wrong to do as the
books advise, ie. to rub the part
with snow or try to thaw out with
warmth. This would do harm.
Circulation must be restored very
slowly and gradually, the thawing
out process taking place as
naturally as possible over a long
period while the person affected
descends to the less Arctic
temperatures of lower slopes.
‘The building of a windbreak of

stones or snow, if it is necessary to
wait for a stretcher party, will
occupy waiting time very profitably.
I have not known of any case in
Britain where the ability to build an
igloo has saved life, but it is quite
conceivable that the necessity
may arise, for example in the
Cairngorms. I have found it fairly
easy to make one, and they are
surprisingly warm. Mr Malavielle
describes how two climbers were
able to live for twenty days in
igloos built on Mont Blanc though
the weather was bad. With
sufficient practice, he says, an
igloo of eight feet base, four feet
high, can be built in about an hour.
‘All mountaineers should know

how to make a rope stretcher and
also an ice axe stretcher, for this
simple knowledge may easily
prove life-saving. In wintry or wet
weather it will nearly always be
best to get the patient down with
all despatch to the comfort of
civilisation, and if there is even a
small party available the rope or
ice axe stretcher should be used.
There is an understandable
tendency for the layman,
unfamiliar with modern surgery, to
feel diffident about taking any
responsibility for a seriously injured
patient, and especially where
head, chest or abdomen is
involved. Generally speaking, the
only good treatment in these
cases is a surgical operation in
hospital, and the more quickly the
patient can be got down the better
his chance of survival. To await the
arrival of skilled help from the
nearest centre may result in death
from internal haemorrhage, or
from shock which might well have
been avoided. To wait, for
example, in one of the Glencoe
corries for the arrival of a doctor
from Ballachulish might mean a
delay of an extra four or five hours
compared with the time spent if a
rope stretcher could be made and
used by a mountaineering party. At
least four bearers are required to
carry a rope stretcher. The simple
details of its making will be found
in the Penguin Climbing in Britain.
An even simpler knot will suffice.
‘There are some important

considerations in regard to the
organisation of rescue parties.
There must be a recognised
leader who should have all
possible information about the
resources of manpower,
equipment, routes and methods of
evacuation. The whole party must
keep together; individuals or small

parties must be careful to inform
the leader of their actions and
proposals so that the whole party
can act as a co-ordinated unit.
‘It will be difficult at times for all to

keep in touch, especially on dark
nights in bad weather. A system of
signalling is a necessity, and a
knowledge of Morse is most
valuable.
‘Bright and distinctive articles of

clothing, eg. a yellow scarf and
white headgear, may help in
daylight. Individuals should, I think,
be responsible for their own
rationing, and will give careful
thought to clothing if there is any
chance of an all-night search.
Usually the call out will come late
in the evening and, frequently, it
will be best not to bring the whole
rescue party out in long dark
nights of winter. It will always be
essential, however, if the position
of the casualty is known, that two
men should go up as quickly as
possibly, carrying the No 1
rucksack. The patient can then be
made warm and comfortable, and
that will be half the battle won. The
waterproof sheet and warm
eiderdown will be put snugly round
him, simple first aid effected,
morphine given and possibly a tin
of the self-heating soup, if
available. Then, with the first
satisfactory light the main party will
arrive with the sledge stretcher.
‘For a long rough descent the

party should number at least
twelve. At times it may be
necessary to get the casualty from
a difficult position on a ledge or in
a gully. The triple looped bowline
knot – bosun’s chair – may be
used, but generally it will be best
to take the sledge stretcher and
the Thomas splint (if required) to
where the patient is lying, putting
on a Thomas splint for any kind of
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fractured leg before the patient is
moved.
‘The sledge stretcher will

facilitate raising and lowering (even
vertically), not too uncomfortably,
to a safe place where stretcher-
bearers, perhaps less experienced
in rock work, can take over.
Knowledge of the bilgeri and
prusik sling methods of raising a
man from the depths of a crack
are not often required, though we
had one such recovery from a
bergschrund on Ben Nevis this
summer.
’It will be worth while to detail the

men for each of the carrying
parties – a certain rivalry will not be
a disadvantage – and sizing off will
make a difference to their comfort
and endurance. A little discipline is
needed, for it is not unknown for
individuals or groups to straggle or
take alternative by-paths and so
throw more strain on a
conscientious and devoted few.
Parties of six each will change over
about every quarter mile, and it
may be found convenient,
especially in windy weather, when
the voice does not carry to have a
whistle blast as the signal for the
change over. They should change,
too, from side to side and from
front to back of the stretcher, so as
to put the stress on difference
muscles all the time. They should
hold themselves well up and not
crouch as they walk.
‘On every possible occasion the

stretcher should be drawn as a
sledge with bearers ready to
check on steeper slopes. Carrying
should be reduced to a minimum,
and may only be necessary on
particularly rough, boulder-strewn

ground. In cases where there is an
inadequate party with four bearers
only may the stretcher be carried
on the shoulders – and then only
on level ground. The method is
used in the Alps, but I know of two
deaths, apparently due to falls
when tipped off stretchers carried
in this way.
‘In the Services, the instruction to

stretcher bearers is to walk with
bent knees, and breaking the step
so that there is no rhythmic jolting.
Where one has as many as six
bearers on a rough hillside this
injunction will not apply, but it may
be well to remember it when a
party comes to a not too strong
wooden bridge over a swollen
stream, as in Glencoe, where a
careful crossing with reduction of
the load to two bearers only is
necessary.
‘The estimation of the time of the

descent is difficult, but it is
important to give the ambulance a
time and a meeting point as
accurate as it can be made. The
patient should not be kept waiting
on the roadside, but neither should
an ambulance, liable to
emergency calls, be kept for many
hours, as I have known in
Glencoe, owing to insufficient
forethought. If there are plenty of
bearers, one may be sent ahead
to phone the ambulance when the
party is about halfway down.
‘And so we hope to get our

patient safely to hospital for due
rehabilitation as a wiser and better
climber, but always let us
remember the mighty Whymper’s
expression of his own unfortunate
experience.
‘There have been joys too great

to be described in words, and
there have been griefs upon which
I not dared to dwell; and with these
in mind I say: Climb if you will, but
remember that courage and
strength are nought without
prudence, and that a momentary
negligence may destroy the
happiness of a lifetime. Do nothing
in haste; look well to each step;
and from the beginning think well
what may be the end.’

Besides achieving his MBE for

services to medicine, Donald Duff

was recognised by his fellow

mountain rescuers with a

Distinguished Service Award

certificate from the Mountain

Rescue Committee, in 1958, the

first year any of these were

awarded. The Mountain and Cave

Rescue Handbook of the time

noted that these awards were ‘in

acknowledgment of the debt owed

by all mountain lovers, mountaineers

and hill walkers for outstanding

services in the rescue of the injured

in the mountain country of Britain’.

He died in 1968.
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